We compare discrete-time quantum walks on graphs to their natural classical equivalents, which we argue are lifted Markov chains, that is, classical Markov chains with added memory. We show that these can simulate quantum walks, allowing us to answer an open question on how the graph topology ultimately bounds their mixing performance, and that of any stochastic local evolution. The results highlight that speedups in mixing and transport phenomena are not necessarily diagnostic of quantum effects, although superdiffusive spreading is more prominent with quantum walks.
Random walks are both ubiquitous models for natural processes and a powerful, versatile algorithmic tool to explore networks and extract information about their structure. In recent years their quantum analogue, named quantum walks (QWs), was shown to hold similar promises. QWs describe the evolution of the position probability distribution of a "walking" quantum particle on a graph, possibly entangled with other quantum degrees of freedom (the so-called coin). The joint dynamics can be either discrete-time or continuous and must respect the graph locality [1, 2, 3, 4] . Following the realization that QWs on a line can beat the diffusive behavior typical of classical stochastic processes [5, 1] , they have been invoked to explain improved transport phenomena in biological systems [6, 7] , linked to thermodynamic theories, breakdown models and topological states of matter [8, 9, 10] , and simulated in various experiments [11, 12, 13, 14, 15] . Furthermore, they have been intensely studied as a paradigm for quantum computing [16, 17] and to speed up algorithmic tasks [18] , in particular, those related to the celebrated Grover search algorithm [19, 20, 21] .
Despite impressive advances in their analysis, elucidating the source and extent of quantum advantages from the perspective of QWs, as well as providing general design principles to ensure a quantum speedup, remain ongoing lines of research. A general quadratic speedup by QWs has been established for the hitting time [22, 23, 24, 21, 25, 26] , thus searching for a marked node in a graph. The complementary problem of mixing, that is, converging to a particular probability distribution over the nodes, has so far resisted a general QW speedup analysis, although it is closer to the original observation on the line [5] . There is further evidence for a quadratic speedup with respect to classical Markov chains on specific graphs including the cycle [27] , the hypercube [28] , and the torus [29] . A general characterization of QW mixing would be a fundamental step for investigating quantum vs. classical differences in statistical mechanics (thermodynamic equilibration, transport phenomena, localization defects), and its algorithmic complexity is of key relevance for applications like sampling and Monte-Carlo simulations [30] .
In this paper, we characterize mixing performance of QWs by showing that they belong to a class of processes which can be simulated by classical Markov chains with additional finite memory, called "lifted Markov chains" (LMCs) [31] . For general graphs, our constructive proof reminds a classical version of the "Feynman clock Hamiltonians" used to prove universality of adiabatic computing [32, 33, 34] , in combination with "stochastic bridges" generalizing [35] and [36, 37] to simulate quantum channels for fixed initial conditions. This allows us to derive a tight bound on potential QW mixing speedup, improving the known bounds from [27, 38] . Furthermore, for lattices, on which most QW mixing speedups have been demonstrated, we relate the QWs to fast mixing LMCs that have not only the same mixing performance, but also the same structure [39, 40] , making them their natural classical analogue. These results provide several insights. First, an observed speedup in mixing is not fundamentally diagnostic of a quantum effect, as it may always be explained by a purely classical memory. Second, QWs are essentially subject to the same bound on their mixing performance as other local processes, induced solely by the topology of the graph. Third, the search for a quantum advantage should focus on identifying efficient designs, in terms of the amount of memory or the graph knowledge required. For lattices, beating efficient classical algorithms is possible only for tasks beyond pure mixing. Whether for statistical mechanics, evolutionarily selected biological systems, or design of faster Monte Carlo algorithms, our results significantly narrow the context in which quantum effects may provide an intrinsic advantage.
QWs and their classical counterparts: a paradigmatic example. -Usually, QWs are presented as the quantum analogues of, and compared to, classical random walks. We next argue that different classical models should be considered towards establishing an intrinsic quantum advantage in mixing, as QWs exhibit genuine memory effects. Standard discrete-time QWs [41, 27] describe the evolution of the position distribution p t of a quantum particle ("walker") over a discrete set of graph nodes V. The quantum evolution of position is conditioned on additional degrees of freedom C, the coin of the walker. The walker state is thus defined on the joint Hilbert space
The cycle graph is a simple example where QWs provide a mixing speedup with respect to a classical walk, see Fig. 1 . To the nodes V = {1, 2, . . . , N } of the cycle, the QW adds a binary coin C = {+, −}, see [5, 27] . Denoting P ± the cyclic permutation of position, that is,
where S = |+ +| ⊗ P + + |− −| ⊗ P − expresses a conditional shift, while C is a general unitary "coin toss" on H C . The conditional motion can also be viewed as spin-orbit coupling. To actually mix, some decoherence or measurement rule must be added to this unitary evolution, see [42] for a survey. For instance, after every application of U, one can perform with probability q a projective measurement in the canonical basis, after which the unitary evolution is resumed: |ψ t+1 = U |ψ t with probability 1 − q, |c, v with probability q | c, v|U|ψ t | 2 .
A purely unitary QW is obtained with q = 0, while q = 1 projects the state on the reference basis at each step. The position distribution p t is obtained by tracing over the coin and considering the probabilities induced in the node basis at time t. The QW of Eq. (1) with, e.g., parameters α = 1/2, φ = θ = 0 and q = O(1/N ), converges towards a uniform p t in t = O(N ) steps, from any initial distribution [5, 27] . In contrast, a classical random walk over V with transition matrix P 0 = (P + + P − )/2 reaches the same distribution only after O(N 2 ) steps. Compared to a classical random walk, the QW above clearly adds memory via the coin degrees of freedom. Yet, QWs can exhibit memory effects even without coin. Consider the two-node graph without coin, H = span{|1 , |2 }, equivalent to a qubit, and take the Hadamard gate U H = (σ x + σ z )/ √ 2 as QW primitive. Starting on a given node, after one step, the distribution p 1 over |1 , |2 is uniform, yet at the second step the initial state is perfectly recovered since U 2 H is the identity operator. This behavior, impossible for any classical Markov process on {1, 2}, is due to the quantum state storing information in its relative phases, or coherences. Hence, to establish if there is an intrinsic quantum advantage, QWs should be compared to classical local processes with at least a certain amount of additional memory.
Remarkably, a classical walker with memory that mixes fast on the cycle has already been proposed independently of the QW literature [39, 40] , and it shares striking similarities. This walker moves among classical states in C × V. Its probability distributionp over C × V evolves asp t+1 = Pp t , with stochastic transition matrix P having the same structure as U, yet with C now replaced by a stochastic coin toss:
This can be seen as the mixture of two reversible evolutions: with probability 1−α, the state follows the conditional shift S; or, with probability α, the coin is switched before applying S. The coin allows the classical walker to retain and use information about its previous motion direction, in physical terms its momentum. The similarity between U and P carries a deeper connection, as P in Eq. (2) exactly describes the probabilistic evolution induced by Eq.
(1) when starting with |ψ = |c, v , for some (c, v) ∈ C × V, and with q = 1. This P mixes over the cycle in O(N ) steps [39, 40] , provided α = O(1/N ). This speedup, only due to classical memory, matches the one provided by the QW in Eq.(1) with q = O(1/N ). In both cases, an O(1/N ) nonunitarity provides a good tradeoff between fast (deterministic) motion along the graph and losing correlation with the initial condition. From these observations, it appears most natural to compare QWs like Eq.(1) to classical evolutions with memory like Eq.(2), which are formalized as LMCs [31] .
QWs and LMCs as local processes with equivalent mixing performance. -Consider a graph with node set V and edges E ⊂ V × V. The nodes could represent energy levels and the edges allowed transitions. The QW and LMC constructions both start by building a lifted graph, where each node of the initial graph is split into "lifted nodes" or "sublevels". This is done without loss of generality by introducing a coin set C, defining the lifted nodes C ×V = {(c, v)} and selecting lifted edges in {( (c, v), (c , v ) ) | (v, v ) ∈ E}, thus without introducing transitions that were not allowed before lifting.
A general QW is then described by a quantum channel over the space generated by viewing coin and node as quantum numbers, i.e.,
where ρ t is a density operator on H = span{|c, v | (c, v) ∈ C × V} and the M k satisfy k M † k M k = I C×V , with I denoting the identity 1 . The graph locality is imposed by c , v
To complete the setup, an initial distribution p 0 over V is mapped onto the lifted nodes (or sublevels) by F : p 0 → ρ = v∈V p 0 (v)|c v , v c v , v| , thus associating some fixed initial coin state c v to each v. The object of interest is the distribution p t over V, the main nodes or levels 2 , obtained with the partial trace as p t = diag(trace C (ρ t )). Similarly, a LMC follows the dynamicsp t+1 = Pp t , wherep t is a vector representing the probability distribution over C × V, and P is a stochastic matrix expressing the jump probabilities among sublevels. Namely, denoting by p = e v andp = e (c,v) the distributions with probability 1 of being on v and on (c, v), respectively, e † (c ,v ) P e (c,v) is the transition probability from (c, v) to (c , v ). Graph locality imposes e †
Clearly, a LMC is a particular QW where populations evolve without coherences, i.e., where ρ t remains diagonal at all times and M k = e † (c ,v ) P e (c,v) |c , v c, v|, with index k running over all nonzero elements of P. The key to our main result will be to observe how, conversely, any QW can be simulated by some LMC (with possibly higher-dimensional coin). In other words, the non-Markovian evolution of p t under a QW can be described as a classical Markovian evolution of sublevel populations.
We focus on comparing the mixing behavior induced by QWs and LMCs. A QW or LMC mixes to some distributionp over V if for any initial state F (p 0 ) the induced distribution p t converges top. The mixing time τ ( ), for any 0 < < 1, is the time required to get -close to the limit distribution in total variation distance, i.e., the smallest time such that 1 2 v∈V |p t (v)−p(v)| ≤ for all t ≥ τ ( ) and all p 0 . A standard "stabilizing" requirement for a process that converges top is that p 0 =p should imply p t =p at all times. This holds automatically for the time-invariant P considered by the LMC framework. The QW framework allows the M k to depend on time, but in standard constructions only through the measurement mechanism, like making q time-dependent in the cycle example (see [42] for a review). Such QWs too preserve p t =p at all times when p 0 =p. We call this propertȳ p-invariance 3 and we will come back to its significance. Our first result shows that the mixing performance of such QW can be closely matched by a LMC. 
Mathematical details for all our results are available in the Supplemental Material, appendix A. The main idea in proving Thm.1 is to simulate the QW over the time interval [0,τ ( 0 )] using a LMC. Indeed, as shown for unitary evolutions in [35] , the probability distribution in the fixed measurement basis associated to the nodes is not subject to the no-go results for general local hidden variables theories. We extend this result to p t induced by an arbitrary QW that starts from a given node v ∈ V. Following p t step by step, one builds a sequence of stochastic matrices P
acting on V only, satisfying graph locality, and such that p t = P (v)
The max-flow min-cut theorem from graph theory ensures that such construction always exists. It can be traced back to a property that holds for LMCs, QWs, and more general local stochastic processes independently of the underlying physical mechanism: a node cannot contain more population at time t + 1, than the population at time t on itself and on its neighbors [27] . We thus simulate the QW with a classical process whose jump probabilities depend on time and on the starting node v. To obtain a simulation with a (time-independent) LMC, at least for finite time horizon t ≤τ ( 0 ), we encode these dependencies into the coin. This follows the same spirit as adding registers in the clock Hamiltonians by Feynman and Kitaev [32, 33] . Explicitly, we let current time l and initial node v act as a coin degree of freedom c = (v, l), which conditionally selects the proper transition matrix P 
and initial assignment F : e v → (e v ⊗ e 0 ) ⊗ e v . Finally, we apply an amplification technique that is exploited in randomized algorithms: the action of P on e T is modified to have P e (v0,T,v) = e (v,0,v) = F (v), so that the T first steps are repeated iteratively. Thanks top-invariance of the QW that was used to generate P, the resulting LMC will contract towardsp at the announced exponential rate for all t ≥ T .
Beyond the comparison with LMCs, this construction implies a general bound on the mixing performance of p-invariant QWs. This tightens and generalizes the bounds of [27, 38] , which are restricted to generating uniformp with unital quantum channels. The bound involves a function of graph topology and target distribution only, meant to capture the bottlenecks that slow down mixing, called the graph conductance Φp. Specifically, partitioning V into two subsets X and X c , consider that all the stationary population on X c is lost; the conductance counts which fraction of the remaining populationp(X ) = v∈Xp (v) jumps back to X c in one step. More precisely, if P on V has a stationary distributionp, then
The maximal Φp(P) over all Markov chains that keepp invariant on a given graph, is the graph conductance Φp.
The estimate 1/Φp is a well-known lower bound on the mixing time of any classical Markov chain, and it carries over to the convergence ofp t in associated LMCs [31] . Conversely, [31] establishes a construction of LMCs that essentially saturate this bound; it however requires to solve a hard multi-commodity flow problem over the entire graph. A novel observation, obtained essentially by fully exploiting the triangle inequality while computing the marginal probabilities, is that the bound keeps holding when taking the marginal p t over sublevels (i.e., over coin values) of ap-invariant LMC. Combining this with Theorem 1 provides a tight bound for the ultimately achievable mixing time of QWs. Theorem 2. Anyp-invariant QW has a mixing time τ (1/4) ≥ 1/(4Φp), and there exists such a QW that has a mixing time τ ( ) ≤ O( log(1/ min kpk ) log(1/ ) / Φp ) for all > 0.
Besides mixing, the LMC construction has relevance for other tasks, enabling for instance to effectively simulate quantum transport with finite classical resources. On efficient design of fast mixing QWs and LMCs. -Fast mixing LMCs can often be built significantly more simply than with the general construction of Thm.1, by mirroring the structure of corresponding QWs. Accelerated mixing with QWs has been mostly demonstrated for graphs with strong symmetries, more specifically lattices [5, 27, 28, 29, 43, 45] . Similarly to the QW on the circle above, these examples use coin values to encode the lattice generators among which the walker can select its next move.
Remarkably, the same structure is found in a proposal for designing fast mixing LMCs [40] . For a d-dimensional square lattice of size M , the coin features 2d values of type ± k , with k ∈ {1, 2, ..., d} indicating the axis and ± the direction of conditional motion among the nodes. At each step, the coin has a probability α = 1/(2dM ) to switch to each of the other coin values, thus retaining a high probability 1 − (2d − 1)/(2dM ) to stay with the same generator. This dynamics precisely corresponds to a QW with diagonally dominant coin update C that is projectively measured at each step, as in Eq. (1) with q = 1. For fixed dimension d, it also provides the same order of speedup as a QW with q 1 [29] , and as the best possible QW according to Theorem 2, namely linear in M . Indeed, by counting the probabilities of applying, to each lattice dimension consecutively, the sequence of steps that lead to fast mixing on the cycle, one obtains the following (possibly loose) bound 4 .
Thus, QRW and LMC have the same order of mixing time; the same structure; and they require the same graph knowledge for tuning (α and/or q), namely the time O(M ) at which mixing will be considered accomplished.
In summary, we clarify that QWs on a graph induce non-Markovian local processes whose mixing behavior can be simulated by LMCs (Thm.1), and that this has several implications for searching a quantum speedup in mixing processes. The construction of Thm.1 can in fact be extended to abstract local stochastic dynamics (see Supplemental Material in appendix A) beyond the QW model. As a consequence, the hierarchy LMCs ⊆ QWs ⊆ {general local processes} collapses regarding mixing speed, not only in terms of ultimate speedup achievable on general graphs (Thm.2), but also in terms of paradigmatic cases for which efficient mixing designs are known (lattices, Thm.3). In this light, a mixing speedup with respect to Markov chains is not diagnostic of underlying quantum dynamics, but potentially just of a memory effect. This prompts the question whether there is room for a "quantum advantage" at all in QW mixing.
Besides establishing that there is no advantage in terms of best achievable mixing time, our analysis also suggests why this is not the end of the story. While the property ofp-invariance holds and stabilizes the system in typical QW proposals, it does not hold in some mixing-related applications, like simulated annealing. This distinction may be important as, withoutp-invariance, the conductance bound of Thm.2 could be broken significantly [44] . As another memory-related aspect, in Eq. (1) on the cycle, taking α = 1/2 leads to fast QWs, while the corresponding "projectively measured" LMC boils down to the quadratically slower standard random walk. This shows that coherences can play a beneficial role, and could guide future research towards designing simple yet fast mixing QWs on graphs for which, unlike on lattices, LMCs of simple design do not meet the conductance bound yet. Furthermore, the QW of Eq. (1), taking α = 1/2 and q = 1/N , turns out to efficiently mix over the t nodes closest to its starting node, for any number of iterations t < N [5] . Such multiscale mixing cannot be achieved with the LMC of Eq. (2), where tuning α = 1/N to have good mixing at t = N implies almost deterministic motion for t N . This feature could point to efficient quantum algorithms addressing tasks related to mixing, yet not directly reducible to it.
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A Supplemental Material
The objective of the paper is the comparison of Quantum Walks (QWs) and Lifted Markov Chains (LMCs). However, the main results can be extended to a more general setting that includes both QWs and LMCs, namely, local stochastic processes preserving the target distribution. An example of such a generalized setting would be Cesaro averaging, i.e., to consider as output distribution the uniform time average of the evolution generated by a QW or LMC. Here we shall provide detailed proofs of our results directly in this generalized setting. The main ideas remain the same as for the particular case of QWs. The supplemental material is organized as follows. We start with some notation and defining the generalized class of processes that will be studied. We then explicitly show how QWs fall under this setting. The next three sections are respectively devoted to a detailed proof, with all mathematical details worked out, of each of the three theorems of the main paper.
Notation -We first recall some notation that will be used throughout these notes. Let G be a graph with node set V and edge set E ⊆ V × V. By convention, we include in the edge set all (v, v), v ∈ V. We define the in-neighborhood or simply neighborhood of a set X ⊆ V as B(X ) = {v ∈ V\X : (v, v ) ∈ E for some v ∈ X }. Note that we will keep, throughout the report, this notation such that "probability mass flows from v to v ". We create a lifted graph by expanding the node set to C × V, for some finite set C, so the nodes for the lifted graph are pairs (c, v), with c ∈ C, v ∈ V, and we let the edge set be a subset of (c, v), (c , v ) | (v, v ) ∈ E . We associate the Hilbert space H C×V = { |c, v |c ∈ C, v ∈ V} to this graph and call D(H C×V ) the set of density operators over H C×V , that is, positive semidefinite Hermitian operators of trace one. For any subset X ⊆ V and ρ ∈ D(H C×V ), we define P ρ (X ) = trace(Π X ρ), where Π X = I ⊗ v∈X |v v| is the projector onto the subspace associated to the subset of nodes X of the original graph G. More generally, we will use the standard notation P p (E) to denote the probability of some event E according to the probability measure p; occasionally we also use the notation P p (E) = p(E). We will also denote, as in the main paper, by e v the probability (column) vector with all weight on the node v ∈ V, and by e † v the dual classical (row) vector. Using the tensor product e c ⊗ e v = e (c,v) also known as the Kronecker product of vectors, we get the probability vector with all weight on the single event (c, v) ∈ C × V.
A.1 Local stochastic processes
In this section we introduce the concept of local stochastic dynamics, and we show how QWs and LMCs fall under this general framework. A stochastic map Ψ over V is function that maps a probability distribution p 0 to another probability distribution p 1 ; it is linear and preserves both the positivity and the sum of the components of p 0 . The general stochastic processes which we consider are a family of stochastic linear maps Ψ t , indexed by time t ∈ N, and which map an initial probability distribution p 0 over V to a probability distribution p t = Ψ t [p 0 ] over V at each time t. We say that the family Ψ t is local with respect to a graph G with nodes V if and only if [27] :
For all X ⊆ V, p 0 , t > 0, it holds that P pt+1 (X ) ≤ P pt (X ) + P pt (B(X )).
This formula expresses the intuitive statement from the main paper, that a node X = {v} cannot contain more population at time t + 1, than the population at time t on itself and on its neighbors B(v).
The family Ψ t is invariant with respect to a distributionp, or shortp-invariant, if and only if Ψ t [p] =p, ∀t ∈ N. This expresses that p t =p for all t ≥ 0 when p 0 =p, and it ensures that the process stabilizesp at all times.
A.1.1 Quantum channels asp-invariant local stochastic processes
We will now show how such a family of abstract processes Ψ t explicitly covers the specific case of p t induced by QWs. Thereto, let Γ : D(H C×V ) → D(H C×V ) be a completely positive trace-preserving (CPTP) map representing a QW, defined by
together with a linear initialization map F : p 0 → v∈V p 0 (v) |c v , v c v , v|. For any starting condition p 0 = e v , we can compute the distribution p t induced by the QW as the diagonal of the partial trace over
Thanks to linearity of all these steps, the computation of the resulting evolutions p 0 , p 1 , ... can be described by a family of linear maps Ψ t such that p t = Ψ t [p 0 ], for general p 0 too. Of course they preserve positivity and total probability, so they are stochastic; and if a target distributionp is invariant under Γ, then obviously it is invariant too under the family of induced Ψ t . In the following lemma we prove that if Γ is local, in the sense that the M k have zero entries where nodes are not connected in G, then so is Ψ t in the sense of Eq.(4).
Lemma 4. Let Γ be a quantum channel. The following statements are equivalent:
Proof. "(a) ⇒ (b)": We will show that the inequality in (b) holds for a one-dimensional projection ρ = |ψ ψ| , |ψ ∈ H C×V ; due to linearity of the involved operators in ρ, the inequality must then necessarily hold also for all density operators ρ ∈ D(H C×V ), being convex combinations of projections. We can write
Since we assume that (a) holds, we have that ∀l, c , v | M l | c, v = 0 for v ∈ X and v ∈ X c \B(X ), where X c = V\X . If we now write |ψ = |ψ X + |ψ B X + |ψ X c \B X , where |ψ Y ≡ Π Y |ψ for any Y ⊆ V, then (a), in particular, implies that ∀c ∈ C, v ∈ X and all l, we have c , v M l ψ X c \B X = 0. Intuitively, this expresses that |ψ X c \B X does not contribute to the probability of observing Π X after the action of Γ. Inserting c , v M l ψ X c \B X = 0 into the above sum, we thus get:
(going from population on X ∪ B(X ) to population on X after applying Γ)
(Γ is trace-preserving and |ψ X orthogonal to |ψ B(X ) ) In the light of the above lemma, a quantum channel is said to be local with respect to a reference lifted graph if (a), or equivalently (b), holds; and from (b) thus, the associated Ψ t will be local in the sense of Eq.(4) too.
A.2 Proof of Theorem 1
In the main paper, Theorem 1 essentially states that QW mixing can be simulated by an LMC, and the main steps of its proof are described for this setting. Here we provide a formal proof for a more general statement: the mixing performance of any stochastic process that is local and invariant can be simulated using a suitably constructed local LMC.
A.2.1 Simulability of stochastic linear maps
In the following, we first show that the p t generated by a local stochastic map, starting from any given initial distribution, can always be simulated by a sequence of stochastic transition matrices which each satisfy the graph locality. This sequence will be in general dependent on the initial distribution. The lemma and proof are a generalization of the result by [35] from unitary evolution to abstract stochastic linear maps.
Lemma 5 (Local simulability). If Ψ t is local, then for every pair (p 0 , t) with t > 0 there exists a local stochastic matrix P (p0) t such that p t = P (p0) t p t−1 , where
Proof. Call y = p t−1 and z = p t . In order to prove the above statement, it is convenient to resort to results concerning flows over capacitated networks [46] , and, in particular, consider the graph shown in Figure 3 , where each edge is assigned a corresponding weight, or capacity. The network consists of a source node s, a sink node r, and two copies W and W of the set of node states V. Node s is connected with capacity y(v) to any node v ∈ W; any node v ∈ W is connected with capacity 1 to any node v ∈ W iff (v, v ) ∈ E, else the nodes are not connected; and any node v ∈ W is connected with capacity z(v ) to node r. The capacities y(v) and z(v ), respectively from s and to r, thus reflect the probability distributions to be mapped. The key observation is the following: if this network can route a steady flow of value 1 from node s to node r, then the fraction from v ∈ W that is routed towards v ∈ W directly defines the entry e † v P (p0) t e v that we need, and also denoted P The max-flow min-cut theorem [46] states that the maximum steady flow which can be routed from node s to node r is equal to the minimum cut value of the graph, where a cut value is the sum of the capacities of a set of edges that disconnects s from r. It is clear that cutting all edges arriving at r disconnects the graph, with a cut value of 1, whereas cutting any middle edge between W and W gives a cut value ≥ 1. So the minimum cut should not include any of these "middle" edges, and it must be some combination of edges starting on s or arriving at r. Assume that we know the optimal cut, and let X ⊆ W such that the cut involves the edges from the complement of X ⊆ W to r. To block any flow from s to r while keeping all middle edges, we must then cut the edges from s to all the l ∈ W which have an edge to X . This corresponds to all l ∈ X ∪ B(X ). The value of this cut is thus
Recalling that y = p t and z = p t+1 , locality imposes P z (X ) ≤ P y (X ) + P y (B(X )), from which it follows that the minimum value of the cut is ≥ 1. This minimum is attained (among others) with cutting all edges arriving at r, i.e., with X the empty set. Hence, the minimum cut value is 1 and a P (p0) t solution to our problem exists.
A.2.2 Amplification lemma
Lemma 5 is instrumental in proving Thm.1 of the main paper for a finite time frame, by simulating the QW up to some given time. The following will be instrumental to prove the theorem for arbitrary time, showing that a finite-memory process is sufficient to extend this mixing performance to arbitrarily small > 0. In particular, we now show that, given an evolution map that mixes up to a certain total variation distance, we can iterate this map in order to mix to arbitrarily small distance, a process informally known as amplification.
Lemma 6 (Amplification lemma). Assume that Ψ t is a family of stochastic linear maps that mixes to an invariant p, and admits a mixing time τ ( ) for all > 0. Then for any 0 < 1/2, its amplified version defined as
Proof. We will thus check that at any time t ≥ T · log(1/ ) / log(1/(2 0 )) = κ · T , κ ∈ N, the total variation distance top is lower than . The proof uses invariance ofp under Ψ t to transform
On the last line we have used that max p Ψ T [p]−p T V ≤ 0 , and that (2 0 ) κ ≤ as soon as κ ≥ log(1/ )/ log(1/(2 0 )); from first to second line we have used the submultiplicativity of the total variation norm under any linear map in the form stated in [47] .
For t = t + κ · T with any t > 0, we know that
thanks to contractivity of the 1-norm under stochastic maps. So finally we find that, for arbitrary t ≥ 0,
A.2.3 Proof of main theorem
We can now finalize the proof of a generalized form of Theorem 1 of the main paper for a general stochastic process associated to a family of linear maps Ψ t over the node set V that are local, and that leave the target distributionp invariant.
Theorem 7 (main paper Thm.1, generalized version). Let Ψ t be a stochastic linear map that mixes to some distributionp with mixing time τ ( ), satisfying some locality constraint and leavingp invariant. Then for any 0 < 1/2 we can construct an LMC that satisfies the same locality constraint and that mixes top with a mixing time τ ( ) = τ ( ) for all ≥ 0 , and a mixing time
Proof. The proof essentially combines the two previous lemmas, and for the rest it follows the construction from the main text. We shall first use Lemma 5 to build a lifted Markov chain that simulates the dynamics of this channel up to time t = τ ( 0 ), and next apply the amplification lemma 6 to prove exponential convergence for < 0 and thus t > τ ( 0 ).
• [First part: construction for t ≤ τ ( 0 )] Lemma 5 tells us that for every initial state p 0 and given time bound T , there exists a local stochastic bridge {P the probability (column) vector overV whose weight is centered on element (v 0 , l, v) ∈V, and by e † v0 ⊗ e † l ⊗ e † v we denote the dual or adjoint (row) vector. Now we can define
To complete the construction, the above evolution should be locally initialized according to the map F, which maps any probability vector p over V to a probability vector F[p] overV, defined as
The probability vector F[p] is such that P t F[p] induces the same marginal distribution on V as Ψ t [p] for a fixed time frame:
where f computes the marginal probability distribution induced by the lift on V, i.e.,
As a consequence, initial states F[p], with an arbitrary p over V, will mix on V with the same mixing time τ ( ) as Ψ t for any τ ( ) ≤ τ ( 0 ), i.e., for any ≥ 0 . This proves the first part of the theorem.
• [Second part: modifying the construction towards t > τ ( 0 )] As the size of the lift transition matrix P scales linearly with τ ( 0 ), which in general is unbounded for 0 → 0, the above construction only makes sense for fixed 0 . Towards building a lift for arbitrary > 0, and thus prove the second part of the theorem, we invoke the amplification lemma 6. The lemma shows that, instead of the full process Ψ t , we can simulate the simpler one Ψ t , defined as
and ensure a mixing time τ ( ) ≤ τ ( 0 ) · log(1/ ) / log(1/(2 0 )) . It is not difficult to show that the evolution induced by Ψ t can in fact be simulated for an arbitrary number of steps, with a lift of fixed size. To this aim, we modify the lift construction of the first part, namely replacing the unit probability of staying at (v 0 , T, v) by a unit probability to jump from (v 0 , T, v) to (v, 0, v). Explicitly, we thus adapt the lift as follows:
When associated to the same initialization map F and marginalization f , this transition matrix gives exactly the same output distributions p t over V as the LMC of the first part, for all t ≤ T . At t = T , in fact (7) takes the output
of the LMC constructed in the first part, and reinitiates the walk with F (p T ) for the next steps. It follows that with (7) we have:
Lemma 6 implies the conclusion about mixing time for all > 0.
The version reported in the main text is the second part of the above theorem for the special case of a stochastic process generated from a QW.
A.3 Proof of conductance bound
We have just shown that quantum channels, and stochastic linear maps in general, can be simulated by lifted Markov chains under appropriate conditions. Accordingly, we can prove a conductance bound for quantum channels and stochastic linear maps by building on a similar bound for LMCs that we provide in Lemma 9 below. It is a generalization of the bound formulated in for instance [31] , to the setting where the Markov chain is initialized on a lifted space with some local map F and where the convergence to a limit distribution only involves the marginal over V.
Before going into the statement of the lemmas, let us formalize some concepts more rigorously with the notation of this Supplemental Material. We say that an LMC P with initialization map F : V → C × V mixes top with a mixing time τ ( ) for all > 0 if, for any p over V, the induced distribution of P t F[p] over V is -close in total variation distance top for all t ≥ τ ( ). We will bound this mixing time using the conductance, a quantity that we can associate to a general irreducible Markov chain P on V. We recall that if P has a stationary distributionp, then its conductance Φ(P) is defined as
is the ergodic flow from X to its complement.
Here we use as earlier the notation P(v , v) = e † v Pe v . We can also associate a conductance to a graph and distribution, without specifying an associated Markov chain. The graph conductance Φp with respect to some distributionp is defined as Φp = max P Φ(P ), where the maximization runs over all P satisfying the locality of the graph and P p =p.
To any lifted Markov chain on a lifted graph, we can associate an induced chain on the original graph, as introduced in [48] . Thereto, let P be an irreducible lifted Markov chain on the nodes of a lifted graph C × V, having stationary distributionp. The induced chain P V over V is defined by
wherep represents the stationary distribution of P V , defined byp(v) =p(C × v). This definition is motivated by obtaining matching ergodic flows
and so for any subset X ⊆ V:
This readily implies that Φ(P V ) ≥ Φ(P). We also have that Φp ≥ Φ(P V ), with Φp the graph conductance associated top on the non-lifted graph. Indeed by definition P V obeys the graph locality and P Vp =p, i.e., it is an element of the set over which the graph conductance Φp is maximized. We next borrow standard techniques, as presented in for instance [49] and [47] , to prove two instrumental lemmas.
Lemma 8. Consider an irreducible Markov chain P over a set V, with unique stationary distributionp. Then
, for v ∈ X , and zero elsewhere.
Proof. Note that
We will first prove the following inequalities:
To obtain the first inequality, we can use the equivalent definition of the total variation distance:
We then observe that on the set X c , Pp X will be elementwise larger than or equal top X , since the latter is zero on X c ; whereas on the set X , Pp X will be elementwise smaller thanp X :
Now we can rewrite v∈V:(Pp
To obtain the inequality in (9) we expand the total variation norm:
Starting with this inequality, we apply the triangle inequality on P t p − p = (P t p − P t−1 p) + (P t−1 p − P t−2 p) + · · · + (Pp − p); next we bound each term by Pp X −p X T V thanks to contractivity, i.e., as at the end of the proof of Lemma 6, the fact that for arbitrary distributions p, p and a stochastic matrix P, we have Pp − Pp T V ≤ p − p T V ; and finally we apply the equality from (9). This yields:
Lemma 9. Consider an irreducible lifted Markov chain P on a lifted state space C × V, and call P V its induced chain on V. Then its mixing time on V satisfies
where Φp is the graph conductance associated to the corresponding limit distribution on V.
Proof. Let f be the function computing the marginal distribution over V from a distribution over C × V. By applying the reverse triangle inequality, it is easily seen that Similar to the QW/LMC construction for the cycle, we lift this graph by adding a set of coin states C = {+ k , − k |1 ≤ k ≤ d}. An LMC on this graph thus takes place on the vector space H C ⊗ H V = { e c,v |(c, v) ∈ C × V}. With operator P ± k defined on H V as the cyclic permutation of the k-th dimension, that is, P ± k e ...,i k−1 ,i k ,i k+1 ... = e ...,i k−1 ,(i k ±1)modM,i k+1 ,... for all 1 ≤ k ≤ d, the LMC defined in [40] writes:
. . .
where we now specifically select , with α = 1/(2dM ), and we recall that I V is the identity matrix on H V . We will prove the mixing time for M odd. For M even, the LMC shows a parity problem: starting from a single state, at any given time the walk will be supported only on the even or only on the odd nodes. This is easily remedied by for instance modifying P to (P + I C×V )/2, which changes the mixing time only by a constant factor, or by randomizing the parity of the initial state. To facilitate its reading, we again structure the proof using two technical lemmas.
Lemma 11. Assume that the LMC in Eq. (10) starts with any p 0 ∈ {e (c,v) }, i.e., with all its weight concentrated on a single vertex and single coin choice c ∈ {k + , k − } for some k. Then the resulting distribution after 2M time steps has uniformly mixed i k with a probability ≥ 1/(16d), in the sense that P p 2M (i k = n) ≥ 1/(16d M ) for all n ∈ {1, 2, ..., M }.
Proof. By symmetry, we can consider without loss of generality that the initial distribution is p 0 = e +1,1,...,1 .
Writing S = (1 − 2dα)I C + 2dα1/2d, where 1 denotes the matrix of all ones, we say that at each time step with probability 2dα = 1/M a coin toss takes place. Then the probability of a single coin toss happening over 2M steps is given by
where the inequality follows from the fact that (1 − 1/M ) M is an increasing function of M , going from 1/4 for M = 2 to 1/e for M large. From this, the event E 1 that a single coin toss takes place and switches the coin state from + 1 to − 1 , occurs with probability P 2M steps (E 1 ) = 1 2d · P 2M steps (1 coin toss) ≥ 1 16d
.
When E 1 holds true with the single coin toss at time T ∈ [1, 2M ], the distribution at time 2M equals p 2M = e −1, 1+(T −1)−(2M −T +1)modM ,1,...,1 = e −1, (2T −1)modM ,1,...,1 .
